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Child Raised with Privilege But is this enough to guarantee success in later life? Children learn early on that
some jobs and people in society are not valued as much as others. Child Raised in Unstable Environment
Family Crisis Affects Children Monitoring devices track their stress levels. Only one child is terrified. Parents
Model Successful Behavior Does the drive to succeed get passed on from parents to children? Development
of Self-Belief in Children James, whose lifestyle is unstable, seems to lack the will to win. Lacking good
parenting herself, his mother has trouble maintaining control over him. Childhood Behavior that Predicts
Success He has learned how to making friends and influence people--vital skills for achieving success in life.
He still must learn to read other people better. A struggling young mother excels in her home care worker
profession and hopes to inspire her daughter to seek excellence. Inborn, Nurtured, or Both? They include her
in farm projects, but do not force her to work. She does her homework without supervision or nagging.
Six-year-old William wants to come out on top of everything he does. His teachers try to focus on enjoyment
and participation, but William only wants to win. In an experiment, children play their parents in a rigged
game of cards. How do they cope when they keep losing? Children react to losing in different ways. For one
child, losing is painful. Children Cope with Emotional Hardships Life seems unfair to her--until her dad
comes out of surgery. Children Learn to Compete From an underprivileged family, James is not always
willing to push through his fears unless there is a prize for doing so. Success and IQ Different Styles of
Parenting She is driven to push because she feels she was held back in life. His success will be her success.
His father takes a more natural approach by modeling behavior. Her daughter responds to the instability by
withdrawing. Mother seeks guidance from a spiritualist, who tells her that her child needs more attention.
Childhood Experiences Shape Adulthood Childhood experiences are crucial to shaping adulthood and future
success. For additional digital leasing and purchase options contact a media consultant at press option 3 or
sales films.
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After Introductory Clauses followed by a complete sentence 3. One owner s 2. More than one owner s 3. Verb
tense and agreement 2. When in doubt, leave it out! Never pick being Pacing!!!! You must incorporate this
into your curriculum quizzes and tests! What are the 4 ways to separate two complete sentences? The Math
test covers basic arithmetic, pre-algebra, elementary algebra, advanced algebra, coordinate geometry, plane
geometry, trigonometry. Easiest to hardest 4. The answer might be obvious without any work. Plug Chug and
use Pick C whenever possible 6. Sometimes you may need to work backwards. It may help to look for wrong
answers rather than correct ones. Do the easy questions first the first 30! Calculators are allowed and
encouraged! The price of an item is first marked down 20 and then up Express as a percentage the overall
change in the price of the item. Choose an arbitrary value, If k is an integer, which of the following must be
odd? Only Try plugging in odd and even numbers for k, then analyze your results. The answer is E. Eva can
complete a job in four hours. Jill takes ten hours, and Eric takes twenty hours. How long will it take them to
do the job working together? Work problems often confuse students. Answers H, J, and K can be eliminated
since Eva can do the job by herself in four hours. The answer is G. Always review the answer choices before
looking back. Be careful on questions with specific line references. If looking back, read a few lines before
and after the given line reference. Do not hesitate over answers. You must get to all 4 passages! For most
students there is a definitive reading strategy that produces the highest possible ACT reading score. It is a two
step process, and it is extremely simple. Step 1 Read the entire passage quickly but actively, seeking out the
most important information. You are allowed to annotate or underline, but only do this if it is already one of
your reading strengths. When you finish reading the passage, you should be able to mentally review the main
ideas and supporting details! If you cannot do this easily, you were not actively reading! Reading the passage
should take between 4 5 minutes. Step 2 Answer the questions. Answering questions should take about 4 5
minutes. Remember, it is possible to get some answers wrong on the ACT and still achieve an amazing score!
An alternative strategy that works for some students is to actively read only the first and last paragraphs while
skimming the body of the passage and then answering the questions as described above. This strategy should
only be used if you are so instructed by your ACT teacher. This often works for students whose maximum
ACT reading score typically falls below an 18, which in most cases still meets state standards. This strategy is
a virtual guarantee of a low reading score. Science StrategiesSeven passages, 5, 6, or 7 questions each, 35
minutes total! There are seven passages, based on all areas of science. All info is provided, usually more than
needed. It is NOT a reading test. Analyze the graphs, table, charts, then answer? Work from the questions back
to the data. Underline the clues in the questions! Let the answers tell you where to look. Pacing 3 5 minutes
per passage 26 With all of the information put in front of you and only 35 minutes to answer all of the
questions, the science section can seem overwhelming. The most important thing you can do to conserve time
is orient yourself. Think of it like shopping at a grocery store Lets say you are going to the supermarket and all
you need to buy is milk and bread. The supermarket carries tens of thousands of items will you need to go
through each item on each aisle in order to find the two that you are looking for? You would use the aisle
signs to figure out exactly where to go, then scan the appropriate aisle until you find what you are looking for.
The whole process would take you a few seconds. The science section is no different. Sure, there is a
considerable amount of information provided with each passage, but dont let it slow you down. Orient
yourself using the headings on charts and graphs the same way you would at the grocery store, and the ACT
science reasoning can be as straightforward as buying a loaf of bread.
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Reddit Flipboard If you passed him on the street, you might think he was an accountant. But this
mild-mannered fellow is one of the most inspiring men in America â€” the master of motivation. And he has
done it with a style unlike anything you would expect. Though he can be tough, and temperamental,
Krzyzewski is hardly a tyrant. He hugs, he listens, he supports. He wants every player at every game to feel he
has something at stake. What happens in sport a lot is that â€” and it happens in business too. And the time
they spend on that is so disproportional with the time they spend learning about people. There has to be a
combination there. There has to be an excessive amount of time just being spent with people. Before big home
games, students camp out for weeks for their chance to get tickets. You know one of the rules in there is that
you stand for every second of every game. You want to stand the entire game. Companies hire him to fire up
employees. His approach is thoughtful, almost fatherly. In the huddle, he will tell each of his players that they
are good. But the lead guy needs stuff, too, otherwise, he gets drained. Bobby Knight â€” the controversial but
successful coach who recruited Krzyzewski to play for him at West Point, and later assist him at Indiana.
Krzyzewski learned a lot of skills from Knight. One example of the Coach K method: But at half time of the
final, the game was close and Carlos Boozer was ready to play. At halftime, Krzyzewski made sure that both
Sanders and Boozer were comfortable with the fact that Boozer would start the second half. But it worked for
Krzyzewski - Duke won. Krzyzewski grew up in Chicago, the son of an elevator operator and a cleaning
woman. And for her whole life, she had two dresses in her closet. You know what I mean? Basketball was his
way to do it. When he came to Duke in , he was Both the Duke alumni and the local press were skeptical.
There were lots of questions about this Krzyzewski. Five hundred wins later, they named the court after him.
What does this mean to you, Coach K Court? You know, good parents, good teachers. Nobody knows that
better than his wife, Mickie: And it better be percent. Or you break his heart. They hate when they break his
heart. He may nurture his players. His wife remembers one loss in particular, earlier this year. She says her
husband was looking in the mirror and cussing himself out. He called himself a compromising son of a bitch,
she says. Why is he so hard on himself? I have to coach me. I mean I have to be the most realistic with myself.
I have to be the most self-critical. Motivating them is what motivates him.
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Who knew that could be a formula for success? The results for the United States hover around the middle of
the pack, both in terms of enjoyment and in test scores. In essence, happiness is overrated, says study author
Tom Loveless. That could also explain why high performers in other nations express less confidence and
enjoyment in math. They consider their peer group to be star achievers. Even efforts to make math relevant
may be irrelevant, says the study, released Wednesday. Nations that try to teach math in terms of daily life
have the lowest test scores. All this is not easy to compute. They strive for those things. The answer is no,"
said Francis "Skip" Fennell, president of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and another
member of the federal math panel. You bet it is. You bet it is," Fennell said. His findings come from the
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study, a test of fourth-graders and eighth-graders across the
globe. Along with answering math questions, students were asked whether they enjoyed math and whether
they usually did well in it. The eighth-grade results reflected a common pattern: The 10 nations whose
students enjoyed math the most all scored below average. The bottom 10 nations on the enjoyment scale all
excelled. Japan, Hong Kong and the Netherlands were among those with high scores and lower enjoyment or
confidence among students. Within a given nation, the high-confidence kids did better than their peers. But
that changed when students were compared with a different peer group. Even the least confident students in
Singapore outscored the most confident Americans. But he says the U. Math textbooks in the United States,
for example, tend to have colorful photos, charts and stories to please kids, he noted. In other nations, the texts
strictly have math. Fennell said engaging, relevant lessons are important. But he agreed with Loveless that
every lesson should be about teaching math, not simply providing a fun class activity. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Why invest in a walled garden community without neighbors, when you can plop down your very own
community-focused social network that has turn-key and built-in neighbors? Maybe Mastodon is exactly what
you need. Have you heard of Mastodon? The latest and greatest social media platform? The social network
that is both the Twitter-killer and never going to work. Or maybe you, too. Anyone can install and run a
Mastodon instance. Each instance can communicate with every other instance, emulating one social network.
The federation is loose. Each instance runs its own software and can build, develop, and grow their own
community. On the largest and most-popular instance, mastodon. Mastodon steals a lot from Twitter. It gets
hashtags, it gets handles, and it looks and feels a lot like Twitter as viewed through Tweetdeck of yore.
Onboarding â€” being neighborly and welcoming â€” is going to be the piece that saves it. I was born on
Twitter on 6 January And then I disappeared for months. When I joined, nobody I knew was there. It was a
ghost town. Chris Brogan over on Facebook and popped over, signed up, and realized that I had joined six
months ago. I joined, nobody I knew was there, then never returned. When I came back, logged into
mastodon. Luckily, only days later, Adam Curry, the godfather of podcasting and co-host of The No Agenda
Show podcast , launched his own instance of Mastodon and named it noagendasocial. Its members take part in
the community to exchange information, to obtain answers to personal questions or problems, to improve their
understanding of a subject, to share common passions or to play. I have turn-key friends based on our
collective love of a podcast and that excitement has resulted in getting connected and involved in the larger
federated Mastodon community, including instances from around the world. I even sorted out an Android app
for Mastodon called Tusky which works for me though many others are having loads of problems with their
installs. I really only care about the No Agenda Community, first and foremost. Mastodon will only succeed if
everyone who launches an instance outside of the main instance, mastodon. I am not necessarily advocating
that every brand installs their own vanity Mastodon instance unless you already rock. The Mastodon that will
survive â€” and thrive â€” will need to be an amalgam of social networks, online virtual communities,
message boards, and reddit. They will be popular, quirky, unique, extreme, gonzo, vertical, eccentric, or
appealingly mainstream. The most successful instances with be facilitated be real people â€” gardeners, if you
will â€” who will tend to the garden and make sure everyone and everything blooms. Mastodon can still be a
flash in the pan.
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All that time and effort we invested into learning it gets flushed down the toilet, never to be remembered.
Have you ever seen a movie or heard a talk, where your eyes were glued to the screen or speaker, and you
could recall every bit of detail, even after a few weeks or months? What about hearing your relative complain
about how high the gasoline prices are rising? Not the same effect is it? Learning for the sake of learning is
rarely a good idea. His goal was to become the best player in the world. During a study done by Psychological
Science: An experiment tested both groups of note-takers pen and labtop users exactly half an hour after the
lecture, which left them without the opportunity to review. The psychological scientists decided to explore this
concept further and conducted a second experiment in which these students would be given a week to review
for the exam. Even after a week of review, the students who took notes in longhand were found to do
significantly better than the other students in the experiment, including the fleet typists â€” those who
transcribed the lectures. What can we take away from this study? Teach someone else Have you ever tried
explaining a concept or problem to someone, and found yourself remembering most of the information you
taught? And as research shows, it turns out that people retain: You could also use mindmaps to help you create
a visual overview for the different connections you are trying to make. So how do we make sure we get
consistent practice? Schedule it This goes for not just skill retention, but also for productivity in general. As
almost any productivity coach will attest: Surround yourself with fellow members We become the average of
the 5 people we hang around with. This was the vision for Rype , as we realized that millions of language
learners around the world lack easy access to native speakers to practice their skills, therefore slowly
deteiorating their hard-earned skills. With the power of the internet, we can connect a teacher from Cusco,
Peru with a language learner in Los Angeles, California for a conversation lesson, in a matter of seconds. Or
how about masterminds or online groups? But this produces quite the opposite effect. Late-night cramming
sessions may work for short-term memory, but if we want to retain our skills over the long term, cramming
never works. Researchers have tested this process by teaching people new skills and then scanning their brains
after a period with or without sleep. Without adequate sleep and rest, over-worked neurons can no longer
function to coordinate information properly, and we lose our ability to access previously learned information.
The quality of your sleep is also as critical as the quantity of your sleep. Low-quality sleep negatively impact
mood, which has consequences for learning. Alterations in mood affect our ability to acquire new information
and retain that information. How do we get better sleep? One method is by exercising. But exercising does
more for our learning and skill retention than just better sleep. Exercise improves learning on three levels: It
optimizes your mindset, by improving alertness, attention, and motivation. It prepares and encourages nerve
cells to intersect, preparing our brain to acquire new information. And it spurs the development of new nerve
cells from stem cells in the hippocampus, an area of the brain related to memory and learning. To give you a
visual example: Use it or lose it Schedule it: Is there anything above that we missed or do you have any tips
that have worked for you?
Chapter 7 : You Do The Math: Unhappy = Success - CBS News
About Chris Abraham. A pioneer in online social networks and publishing, with a natural facility for anticipating the next
big thing, Chris is an Internet analyst, web strategy consultant and advisor to the industries' leading firms.
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leadership aren't complex or difficult and mastering them will make your job much easier and more successful.
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My goal was to give a minute talk without any notes. I began with a full outline, then went to just one page of notes, then
to just five bullet points. After 10 speeches, I went to zero notes.
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